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A Message from our Minister   

 
Have you ever given up something for Lent?  Do you remember what you gave up?  Perhaps 
you gave up chocolate, or ice cream; or when you were a kid maybe it was cartoons, or 
television.  All of this was done with the strict understanding that as soon as the 
resurrection was accomplished, you would go out and buy the biggest tub of ice cream, 
slather it with chocolate sauce, and retreat to the sofa to binge-watch your favourite shows. 
In fact, few of us ever really gave up anything for Lent; we simply postponed our usual 
activities and indulgences for a few short weeks.  
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We had Lent all wrong.  Lent is not meant to be a marathon of self-denial to see who could 
hold out the longest. Lent is a spiritual journey.  As someone once put it, Lent is supposed 
to be like a “pre-Easter retreat.”  It is a time for us to reflect on the meaning of Christ’s life, 
betrayal, crucifixion, death, and resurrection. 

In a time of personal devotion, I was reminded of the three pillars of Lent: prayer, fasting, 
and almsgiving.  These are historical (pre-Protestantism) Christian disciplines intended to 
help deepen a disciple’s faith and lead them back to a right relationship with God.  This is 
done by looking toward God, looking toward self, and looking toward others.  

 

Prayer (looking toward God) 

While prayer should be a part of every Christian’s daily spiritual walk, it is essential to 
deepening our spiritual awareness in Lent.  Our prayers draw us closer to God.  It is in our 
supplications that we learn to trust God; our confessions help us receive God’s grace and 
forgiveness; our thanksgiving helps us acknowledge God’s goodness, and our 
contemplation teaches us to listen for God’s voice.  

 

Fasting (looking toward self) 

Fasting was an ancient Jewish custom both supported and practiced by Jesus.  Fasting (the 
restriction of food, drink, or other activities) is a spiritual practice which facilitates self-
examination, self-denial, repentance, and renewal in God.  The 40 days of Lent mirror the 
40 days that Jesus spent in the wilderness, fasting, praying, and being tempted by Satan. 
This time in the desert prepared Jesus for his three-year ministry.  During Lent, Christians 
can choose to fast for short periods of time (missing one or two meals) accompanied by 
prayer and devotion.  Fasting is a physical and spiritual purification which gives us a greater 
appreciation of the suffering of Christ and the blessings we have.  The hunger we physically 
experience also reminds us of our spiritual hunger for God. 

 

Almsgiving (looking toward others) 

Almsgiving (acts of charity) is the practice of giving money, food, clothing, or goods to those 
in need. It is an ancient tradition that pre-dates Christianity. The Lenten invitation to 
almsgiving means making the needs of other people our own. It involves the giver making 
some sort of sacrifice on behalf of another without expectation of recognition or repayment. 
One of the central messages of the cross is the sacrifice Christ made on behalf of all people. 
Our acts of giving reflect the great gift of life and eternal life that Christ gave us. 
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Minister’s Message, continued (from p. 2) 

 
 
Almsgiving, prayer, and fasting are not 
independent of each other, they are 
interdependent. 
 
Almsgiving is demonstrated in caring for 
those in need. This deepens our prayer life as 
we become more acutely aware of the 
burdens that others carry, and fasting gives 
us a greater understanding of what it means 
to go without. 
 
May God bless you on your own journey 
through Lent. 
 
 
In Christ, 

Heather 
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CONGREGATIONAL NEWS 
 
 
WELCOME TO OUR NEW DIRECTOR OF MUSIC MINISTRY 
 
Paul Townshend, our new Director of Music Ministry, begins his ministry with us soon, 
hopefully by the beginning of April.   
 
Paul has been a church organist / choir director for many years.    Paul most recently served 
as organist and choir director at St. Andrew’s Presbyterian Church, Aurora, from 2013 until 
2020.  In addition to his church work, Mr. Townshend taught music as a high school music 
teacher in the Toronto and York Region Catholic school boards for 31 years, working with 
choirs and band. 

Paul holds an Associate Diploma (ARCT) from the Royal Conservatory of Music, in both 
piano and organ, a BFA in Music from York University and a Bachelor of Education degree 
from the University of Toronto. 

A graduate of the St. Michael’s Choir School, Paul and some of his schoolmates formed in 
1980 a 9-member a cappella group called the The Mistletones.  The group sings Christmas 
songs in four-part harmony.  Their  first recording "Hello Christmas" was recorded in 1983 
and their follow up recording "Acappella Christmas" was recorded in 1987.  The group 
continues. 

Paul continues to be connected to his alma mater, having served for several years as 
conductor of the alumni choir of St. Michael’s Choir School.  

 
DEATHS 
 

June McDonald, one of the longest standing members at TPC, entered the presence of the 
Lord on February 11, 2022, at the age of 99. Rev. Heather was able to visit her just about 
four hours before she died. 
 
A private family service was held in the TPC sanctuary on Saturday, February 19.  A public 
memorial service will be held at a different time.   
 
 
Condolences to our Church Office Administrator, Nadine Calfa, on the recent passing of 
her father, Raymond Ghannoum.   Mr. Ghannoum was in his 96th year. 
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FROM THE YOUTH GROUP 
 
 
Thornhill’s youth group, accompanied by Rev. Dr. Heather Vais, Abel Pandy and Garth Low,  
prepared and served over 150 meals at Evangel Hall in downtown Toronto on December 19, 
2021.  This is an annual Christmas tradition for the youth group, and extends back well over 25 
years.  Ours numbers were limited due to Covid 19 Pandemic restrictions limiting the number 
of people who could serve in the kitchen. 
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FROM THE MISSION AND OUTREACH COMMITTEE 
Submitted by Lorraine McBride 
 

Coldest Night of the Year 

 

On Thursday, February 24th, TEAM TPC (Rev. Dr. Heather Vais, Lorraine McBride and their 
furry friends, Athena and Joey) walked approximately 5 Km. through the Thornhill Woods 
neighbourhood in their Coldest Night of the Year virtual walk in support of Blue Door’s 
Mosaic Interfaith Out of the Cold program. 

With donations still being made, we expect to raise about 
$1,000 – double our goal!  It’s not too late to add to the total.  
On-line donations may be made at: 

cnoy.org/locations/richmondhill 

Click on “donate to a team” and then choose Team TPC.  

Special envelopes are available at the registration desk at 
the entrance to the church for those who wish to make cash 
donations. 

Thank you to everyone who supported Team TPC!   
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FROM THE WOMEN’S MISSIONARY SOCIETY 
Submitted by Maggie Dickson 
 

 
 

RABBIE BURNS WAS RIGHT when he penned, “The best-laid plans o’ mice and men gang oft’ 
agley.”! 
 
I had almost finished our article on three Indigenous ministries:  Mistawasis, Saskatoon 
Native Circle and Edmonton Urban Native Ministry for this issue when my brain interfered.  
What was to have been an addendum was quickly becoming a novel.  So, instead of allowing 
Garth Low the pleasure of sharpening his blue pencil, I decided to edit myself. 
 
In previous writings I have mentioned that Rev. Dr. Patricia Dutcher-Walls, Principal of the 
Vancouver School of Theology, emphasized that repetition denotes the importance of the 
thought in Hebrew Scripture.   
 
In the space of three consecutive days, Feb 9, 10 & 11, I had heard of the need for prayer 
requested from three different sources:  National WMS Zoom, Willowdale P.C.’s “Hard 
Questions” group zoom and a phone conversation with Rev. Linda Patton-Cowie.  The 
following are the initiatives that asked to be held up in prayers: 
 
Taiwan 
 
a) Linda Patton-Cowie is the P.C.C. representative to TEF (Taiwan Ecumenical Forum) 
and sits on the Theological Reflection Group of the Steering Committee. 
Right now, the Taiwanese are under very real threat from China, which has been very clear 
that it wants Taiwan completely back in the fold. 
China has blocked Taiwan from contact with and, therefore, aid from the United Nations, 
World Health Organization, and Interpol. 
 
b) Remember Rev. Dr. Paul McLean and his teams, who continue the work translating 
the Bible into 16 dialects, plus turning one oral dialect into written scripture. 
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India 
 
The 26 nursing schools under the control of the Mid-India Board of Education and 
supervised by Shimmey Matthews are in danger of closure by constant government 
interference, e.g. making it extremely difficult to receive funding from abroad. 
 
Cuba 
 
a) P.C.C. is trying to re-establish a connection with Cuba. 
 
b) Dr. Hamm is attempting to build a hospital for approximately 200 patients. 

 
c) Dora Arce (Moderator of the Reformed Presbyterian Church in Cuba) needs to train 
leadership to keep up with expansion. 

 
Romania 
 
a) Samuel House is a 2-person mission, with occasional volunteers which, in the city of 
Misca, boards and feeds 25 live-in students plus day pupils who attend the school. They 
also operate a farm which augments their food supply for the residents. 
 
b) English lessons are provided for theological students. 

 
Malawi 
 
a) The David Gordon Memorial Hospital in Livingstonia can barely afford the $200 U.S. 
per diem it costs to run the lights and a few medical machines.   
No mention of how or if they can fund staffing, drugs, and the myriad of other costs. 
b) Dr. P.N. Chikhwa is finishing his medical training in Zambia and has pledged to 
return to David Gordon Memorial for a 10-year stint. 
 
Jerusalem 
 
The Department of Palestinian Refugees. It is crucial for the P.C.C. to remain engaged in 
Israel. 
 
Lebanon 
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Dr. Sylvia Haddad, on the Joint Committee of Christians and Muslims organizes a camp that 
trains females in cosmetology (an acceptable occupation there) and males in electronics. 
 
Syria 
 
Near East School of Theology.  Dr. George Sabra, Principal, reported that the gigantic 
explosion in the port a year ago destroyed all the windows and caused other damage to 
their 10-storey building. 
 
Winnipeg 
 
Rev. Dr. Margaret Mullen spoke during a 10-minute chat on the Willowdale zoom.  Although 
retired from the Winnipeg Inner City Mission, she remains the minister at Place of Hope P.C. 
 
Toronto 
 
Willowdale P.C.  At the end of the “Hard Questions” agenda, they began to talk about a  City 
of Toronto initiated supportive housing project in the Willowdale neighbourhood.  For over 
two years plans have been in the works to build a multi-unit affordable income housing 
project on city owned land next to Willowdale Manor on Cummer Ave. They have the land, 
and they have the material. 
 
In the two years they have sought approval from government, 5 other projects have been 
given the green light.  This one has been blocked not by the local councillor (he’s in 
agreement), nor by the will of the City of Toronto, but by the local MPP. 
 
Perhaps you saw the article in the morning paper on Friday, February 11th.  There is genuine 
need in that community for support of the underprivileged. 
 
So, despite the lengthy list of requests, we felt we should share our information with you.  It 
is, after all, one of our society’s aims. 
 
Please give this your prayerful consideration. 
 
Many thanks in advance, Maggie 
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COMMUNION AT GLYNWOOD 

 

 

On the first Tuesday of every month. Rev. Heather heads to Glynwood Retirement Residence 
to visit members and friends of TPC, have a cup of tea and a cookie, share in a devotional, 
and celebrate the Sacrament of Holy Communion. Below is a picture of Rev. Heather with 
the “Glynwood Gang” on March 1, 2022.  
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REFLECTIONS FROM CLARENCE McMULLEN 
 

During the pandemic, some Christian groups and churches opposed the 
vaccination program on religious grounds.  One of the pastors even was 
imprisoned for defying the government orders.  Most other churches 
went by the government's dictates and observed all the pandemic 
rules.  The media, as well as most of the public, followed them.  Those 
who resisted and were punished, believed that they were 
true Christians, suffering for their faith.   

 
I do not want to take issue with anyone's personal beliefs.  There are all kinds of ideologies, 
religions, and cults in the world.  There always have been.  In the past, social sanctions were 
really strict.  Thus these groups functioned privately and in isolation.  When exposed, the 
punishment was inhuman.  They were burned, tortured, and executed.  That was 
barbarian.  Those times are also called "The Dark Ages".   
 
Even now, in some societies, strict observance of the State Religious Dictate is 
required.  Digression is strictly punished not only by the public but also by the 
government.  The persecution of Christians in Pakistan, for example, is still prevalent.   
 
Recently, a Hindu was severely tortured and killed by the maddened crowd.  In most cases, 
the accused has been completely innocent, and these so-called 'protectors of religion' are 
misguided.  I have no issue with their religion as long as it results in a just and judicial act, 
though in my opinion, these edicts are really UNRELIGIOUS.  According to the Quran, the 
primary qualities of God are Mercy and Justice. 
 
The difference between the letter of the law and the spirit of the law is important.  That is 
why we have lawyers, courts, and judges.  They interpret the law, its meaning, and its 
implication.  This is also true in the case of religion.  In fact, it is much more applicable in 
the latter case.  We all remember the story where Jesus told the crowd preparing to stone a 
woman taken in adultery that the one who has not sinned should cast the first stone.  The 
letter of the law prescribed stoning.  But Jesus had a different interpretation.  That is the 
reason that Jesus healed the man with the withered hand on the Sabbath.  He could have 
done it on any other day, but he wanted people to understand the difference between the 
letter of the law and the spirit of the law.  They also forgot that Jesus also said:  "Give to 
Caesar the things that are Caesar's, and to God the things that are God's". 
 
Beliefs, churches, and rituals are not the ends but only the means.  These should lead to the 
discovery and realization of Faith.  Faith, for a believer, is the very essence of being.  It is the 
very root of being.  It is the realization that there is a reality beyond reality.  It is beyond 
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description and beyond comprehension.  It is the state of being.  "BE STILL AND KNOW 
THAT I AM GOD". 
 
Love has a central place in the Christian Faith.  I would say, The Central Place.  Love was the 
essence of Jesus' life and teachings.  Love one another, he often extolled.  Love God and love 
one another, is the greatest command.  Paul also says, if you do not have love, you are 
nothing.  Jesus was love incarnate.  He lived to love and he died loving.  Virtually every 
human being has loved and has been loved.  This is something that religious persons should 
understand.  Christianity is based on love.  For ages, wars have been fought, and 
persecutions and murder done in the name of religion.  On the other hand, much of the 
reform that we see in the world has resulted from the work of great Christians.  Most 
hospitals, schools, and orphanages were started by Christians.  The latter understood the 
real meaning of being a Christian and a follower of Jesus.  Where there is love, there is God.  I 
have seen this expression in all religions and truly religious persons.  On such occasions, I 
have felt the presence of God. 
 

 

A PERSONAL MESSAGE FROM REV. HEATHER 

Celebrating 10 years on the Ride to Conquer Cancer! 

As you know cancer has touched most of our lives in some 
way. Cancer does not discriminate. Two of every five 
people will be diagnosed with cancer in their lifetime. 

 

On the weekend of June 11-12, I will be celebrating my 
tenth year participating in The Enbridge Ride to Conquer 
Cancer, a two-day cycling event benefiting The Princess 
Margaret Hospital, one of the top 5 cancer research 
hospitals in the world. 

I will be cycling over 
200 Kilometers that weekend, from Toronto to Niagara 
Falls with my team, GET IT DUNN and thousands of 
other riders. I would not have been able to do this 
without the support and blessing of the Session and 
congregation. We can make a difference! 

Together we can conquer cancer in our lifetime. 
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TELLING TIME IN THE CHURCH YEAR CYCLE 
Reprinted with permission from the Presbyterian Church in Canada 

 

LENT 

Some of us grew up thinking that Lent was a time to keep 
personal enjoyment in check and to focus on personal 
guilt. That emphasis was to ensure we appreciated what 
Jesus suffered and accomplished in Holy Week. But Lent 
can also reveal the great blessings of being a Christian. 

 

Historical Roots of Lent 

In the early church, Lent was a time of training and 
preparation for baptismal candidates at Easter. By the fourth century, it developed into a 
40-day period, following the biblical pattern of 40 days or 40 years of preparation and 
anticipation. In its early form, elements of penitence were included. Lent, in our tradition, 
is a time to re-examine and reaffirm our identity as people baptized into Christ=s body, the 
church. 
 
Finding Meaning in the Tradition 

Our baptism is a symbolic dying and rising with Christ. In Lent, we turn with Christ towards 
these events in his life. Along the way the Spirit gives the opportunity for us to redirect and 
refocus our lives, and more fully realize our baptismal identity. We recall where we are 
going and what it cost God for us to become resurrection people. We become open to the 
possibilities of new beginnings all around us. The season of Lent points us to Easter. 

Questions for Personal Meditation 

 Is there something in my life that needs to die so that I can move toward a new life   
with Christ? 

  What are the important ingredients in my Lenten journey? 

  If I am not baptized, might this become preparation for a step of faith? 
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PALM / PASSION SUNDAY 

For many, the procession of the palms re-enacted by the children of our church schools is a 
vivid and lasting memory of this day. But once you know the whole story of this week, it is hard 
to see Jesus= triumphant entry into Jerusalem except as set against his passion B betrayal, 
humiliation, and death. 

 

Historical Roots of Palm/Passion Sunday 

Since about the fourth century, the joy of Christ=s triumphal entry has been set in deliberate 
contrast to the passion narrative. Although churches name this Sunday in different ways, 
the connection between Christ=s glory and death keeps the full redemption story before us. 
This, the first Sunday in Holy Week, begins the seven days of the redemption drama. It may 
help us to think of this week as the seven days for creation and re-creation. 

Finding Meaning in the Tradition 

Holy week is framed by glory B the glory offered by people as Jesus entered Jerusalem and 
the glory offered by God in the resurrected Christ. Today, we think about the glory we give 
Jesus in our lives and are reminded, in the reading of the passion narrative, that the glory 
we offer is not enough to save him from death. Only the glory that God bestows triumphs in 
the end. We are moving toward the cross where we shall see what humans did, and shall 
wait for what God does. This week is a roller coaster of deep emotion and dramatic events. 
The palm tree branches of this Sunday honour Jesus, but soon another tree will bring death. 
We wait for Easter resurrection. 

 

Questions for Personal Meditation 

   How do I honour Jesus in my life? 

  In this Holy Week, how and when can I set aside daily time for prayer and meditation? 

   What part of the Palm Sunday service touches me most? 
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MAUNDY THURSDAY 

We speak of the church year, but we break it into smaller bits like Lent. A still smaller bit of 
Lent is Maundy Thursday. At each step, our focus sharpens as we move from a wide-angle lens 
to a close-up shot. Through today=s lens we see the events of Maundy Thursday. 

 

Historical Roots of Maundy Thursday 

The name comes from the Latin mandatum novum (Anew commandment@ John 13:34) B 
from the story of Jesus washing the disciples= feet. The foot-washing service dates back to 
the 7th century, when bishops and abbots used it to symbolize their servanthood. Now, a 
foot-washing service is for everyone. 

A celebration of the Lord=s Supper in commemoration of its institution began in the 4th 
century. In our tradition, however, the celebration of the Lord=s Supper always goes beyond 
historical concerns to its full meaning as a sacrament. Possibly the oldest act, which is no 
longer practiced) was a public reconciliation for penitents, prior to readmission to 
communion at Easter. 

 

Finding Meaning in the Tradition 

These riches are a lot to put into one service. Perhaps one thing will stand out for us. In the 
foot-washing service, we might see that it is not the act which gives meaning, but who is 
doing it that carries the message of radical servanthood. In the Lord=s Supper, we may focus 
on God=s gifts, strengthening us to face tomorrow in faith. We remember the commandment 
to love one another and ask for a new beginning in love. We remove the colour and 
decoration of our sanctuary, symbolizing the colour and creativity that left the world when 
Jesus died B leaving that story to stand unadorned. Your service of worship may end with 
the ancient tradition of stripping the chancel and sanctuary of decoration and colour. We 
wait for Good Friday. 

Questions for Personal Meditation 

   In what ways am I learning to love? 

  Is it harder for me to serve another, or let another serve me? Where is 

Jesus asking for growth? 
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GOOD FRIDAY 

A woman lamented the poor attendance of church members at her church=s Good Friday 
worship: AIf we can=t even bear the cost of one hour to hear the story of Jesus= death, how can 
we begin to consider and how can we begin to fathom the cost he bore for us, and how deeply 
we are loved?@ 

 

Historical Roots of Good Friday 

In the early church, this was a day for fasting in preparation for the great festival of Easter. 
By the late 4th century, a service existed with readings from Isaiah and Hebrews, and the 
Gospel accounts of Jesus= trial and death, as well as prayers and devotion to the cross. Later, 
this service sometimes included the Lord=s Supper. Protestant churches might draw on 
traditions of the Three Hour Devotion (readings and meditations on the seven last words of 
Jesus, focusing on the three hours of his dying). Others may use a reading of and meditation 
on the Gospel accounts of Jesus= death. The Lord=s Supper is not generally included in these 
services. 

 

Finding Meaning in the Tradition 

On this dark day, we know that Jesus will be raised. But giving the events, their own day 
reminds us that new life comes at great cost and by way of a cross B this cross. In the same 
way, baptism is not just about rising with Christ, but dying and rising with him. Part of our 
baptismal identity is given to us today, giving us the courage to face the pain, suffering, and 
injustice in our lives and in our world. Seeing those things through the Good Friday story, 
we glimpse the promise of Easter. 

 

Questions for Personal Meditation 

  What troubles me in this story? Could it become a prayer? 

  How do I Aget into@ this story and make it part of my faith story? 

  What questions would I like to ask God about this story? 
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HELPING TO TELL THE GOOD NEWS    

Lent is an opportunity to reflect on God’s saving work in Jesus Christ.    God’s reconciling act in 
Jesus Christ is a profound mystery.  

In addition and subordinate to Holy Scripture, “Living Faith”, one of our church’s confessions of 
faith, and “A Catechism for Today”, a teaching resource of the church, offer us ever useful aids 
in helping to re-tell the good news of salvation through Jesus Christ.  

 

From Living Faith 
 
3.4 Jesus is Saviour 
3.4.1 Jesus is the Mediator 
through whom God has come to us 
and through whom we come to God. 
 
3.4.2 Christ died for our sins. 
The innocent one bore our condemnation on the cross. 
He suffered and was put to death 
for the sin of the world. 
 
3.4.3 God's reconciling act in Jesus Christ is a mystery 
which the Scriptures describe as 
the sacrifice of a lamb, 
a shepherd's life given for his sheep, 
atonement by a priest. 
 
It is also the innocent dying for the guilty, 
the ransom of a slave, 
payment of a debt, 
and victory over the powers of evil. 
Such expressions interpret the love of God 
revealing the gravity, cost, and sure achievement 
of our Lord's work. 
 
Yet that love we cannot fully explain. 
God's grace, received by faith alone, 
pardons and justifies, 
redeems and reconciles us.  
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GETTING TO KNOW ONE ANOTHER 
 

sk many a Christian to tell his or her personal story of faith, and the Christian is likely 
to clam up. Let’s face it, we’re not particularly good at telling our own stories. We can 
be good Bible story tellers and teachers, but we’re often not very comfortable telling 
our own stories of faith. That’s unfortunate because storytelling is a powerful way to 

communicate God’s love and grace in our own lives to others. It is by sharing these stories 
of faith that we get to know one another better, learn from one another, and support one 
another in our faith journeys. We’re going to help the people of Thornhill Presbyterian 
Church tell their own stories, by interviewing them. With each issue of the Open Door, we’re 
going to profile a few of the many people who make up our church family.  

Today we profile  Alireza Taghizadeh and his wife Neda, and their daughter Arshida.

You have come to the church 
during the pandemic, during 
which time getting to know 
newcomers has been more 
difficult.  Tell us about you and 
your family. 
 
My name is Alireza Taghizadeh 
Mehneh.  I was born in 1981 in 
Iran.  I am married to Neda 
Masoudi.  Neda was born in 
1983.   We have one child, our 
daughter Arshida.  Arshida is 
seven years old.    
 
My family and I have converted 
to the Christian faith from Islam.  Iran is a strict Islamic theocracy and while the 
constitution supposedly recognizes Christianity as a lawful religion, and allows for 
certain freedoms for the pre-existing Christian minority, the penalty for Muslims 
converting from Islam is death.     
 
Coming into the church in this pandemic was the easiest part of our family life.  In 
contrast, our lives were in danger in Iran.  Now I want to tell the Lord:  thank you Lord 
for helping us always and protecting us always.   
 
How was it that you came to Thornhill Presbyterian Church?  
 

A 
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If I am honest with you, I didn't know anybody at Thornhill Presbyterian Church 
when we moved to this neighborhood.  
 
We were living in Newmarket and were looking to move to the Thornhill area.  A real  
estate agent showed us a house in the area and as we were driving around we 
suddenly saw Thornhill Presbyterian Church.   I felt something.  I had some other 
options for moving but someone in my heart told me this was our destination. 
Therefore, we moved to Thornhill near the church.  After that I count every second, 
waiting for it to be Sunday, so that we can come to church.  
 

When did you first come? 
 
I came to Canada for a visit in 2018.  We came to Canada in 2021 permanently.  
 
We moved to Thornhill on November 16, 2021 and I came to the Thornhill 
Presbyterian Church on November 28, 2021 for the first time.   When we were in 
Newmarket we went to Crosslands Church. Now I am happy because I have a lovely 
family at Thornhill Presbyterian Church. 
 

Did you grow up in a Christian family or are you a convert to Christianity?  Please tell us 
about your faith journey. 
 
My faith journey is a long story.   I will try to tell you the most important things about 
my faith journey.  

I grew up in a religious family.  My family is a devout Shia Muslim family.  Both my 
parents were devout Muslim adherents. Even the name they chose for me “Alireza” is 
very religiously significant. 

When I was teenager I had to follow my parents' religion.  I was respectful and kind 
and did not fight or argue with my family about such things.   
 
At some point, however, I came to the realization that Islam as practised and upheld 
in Iran was all about enforcing religious laws and punishing offenders. Meanwhile, I 
was yearning for and thinking about peace, friendship and love instead.   I heard 
about Christ but I didn’t have the courage to talk about my faith with my family.   
 
I had a friend who had a Christian friend.  I was introduced to him and spoke to him 
often about his faith.  This Christian spoke about Jesus and I began hearing about 
Jesus and about love.  I was honestly confused because that was not the impression 
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that my Shia Muslim faith had given me.  When my friend saw my interest in Jesus, 
my friend bought a gift for me , a cross.  I was 14 years old.  I treasured that cross. 
 
As time went on I became more and more interested in Christianity and Jesus. I grew 
up and  went to university and  my major in university was information technology 
(IT).  I had access to the internet and social media and was able to search and find on-
line websites and blogs and other media offered by Christian ministries and converts.  
I began spending a great deal of time reading and following these sites.   
 
After I married Neda we talked more and more about the Christian faith.  We both 
saw the Christian faith as emphasizing peace, friendship and love. 
 
I understand that technology, and specifically the Internet, has been important to your faith 
formation.  Tell us how.    
Around three years ago, around the beginning of 2019, I started watching a Farsi-
language Christian television channel that broadcast on satellite and was available 
on Youtube.  I watched it with my wife. Being able to watch Christian programming 
in Farsi was a big step.   
 
 One evening I saw a commercial for a Persian Christian virtual university.   The name 
was  “daneshgah7”.  Eventually, around the beginning of 2020, I enrolled in that on-
line Christian university.  Neda could not enroll because we had a child and she did 
not have time to study.  However, I would share the booklets and PowerPoints 
material with her.  I learned so much in this course and I converted to Christianity 
due to this course.   I learned so much about the transforming love of God and how it 
changes how we relate with one another, with our families, with our children and 
spouse.  The course included an exam, which I wrote in October 2020.  I did well, 
earning an “A”.   Being Christian isn’t about knowing things but about wanting to 
follow Jesus and after attending this course and seeing how it has transformed my 
life and my wife’s life,  my wife and I felt like believers.    
 

Did you know any Christians growing up? 
 
I did not know any Christians growing up.    In my country you were likely to get in 
trouble if you were Christian and openly confessed your faith.  if you were Christian 
you probably did not openly confess or share your faith.   
 
Were Christians persecuted in the Iran of your youth?  How open was it for Christians to 
live their faith before and after the overthrow of the Shah in 1979? 
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After  the overthrow of the Shah in 1979 we began hearing about the growing 
persecution of people who were not Shia Muslim.  We heard in particular about the 
persecution of the young people who had been converting to Christianity. 
 
We learned that hundreds of Christian converts had been interrogated and 
imprisoned. The printing of the Bible in Persian was banned, churches were 
physically closed and church services banned. 
 
Tell us about your interests, hobbies and passions. 

 
I love to spend my time with my family.   I love to learn and grow in faith and that is 
the reason why I am so excited to have come to Thornhill Presbyterian Church.   It is 
the reason that I fell love with this church.  Every Sunday I come to worship and it is 
my pleasure and joy to volunteer to the extent that I can in the house of the Lord . 
 
What do you do for a living? 

We are grateful as a family that during this time of transition, and of adjustment, and 
also of pandemic, we have been financially supported most graciously by Canadians 
through the government.  We are blessed to be in this new land, and to be able to 
make a home in this new land.  I want to be a good and a contributing member of 
society, and of the church.  Canada has protected my family by giving us a new home 
and I will never forget this help .  
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Good Friday  

Friday, April 15, 2022 

 

 

Join us for a solemn hour of worship  
as we recall the last hours  

                       of Christ’s life 

 
 

 

 
Lent and Holy Week  
Services at a Glance 

 
March 6                         Lent I  

March 13                       Lent II       

March 20                       Lent III 

March 27                       Lent IV 

April 3                           Lent V 

April 10                         Palm Sunday 

April 14                         Maundy Thursday 

April 15                         Good Friday 

EASTER SUNDAY WORSHIP 

Sacrament of Holy Communion  
 

 
Celebrate  

the 
Resurrection  
of our Lord 

 

   

 


